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INTRODUCTION
A home invasion film where North America is the home and the invaders are the United States
Army, Mohawk is a breathless, no-holds-barred action-thriller marking the second team-up
between writer-director Ted Geoghegan, producer Travis Stevens, and cinematographer Karim
Hussain after their award-winning 2015 horror hit We Are Still Here.
Unfolding over the course of one blood-soaked day during the end of The War of 1812, Mohawk
stars Kaniehtiio Horn (Hemlock Grove), Justin Rain (Defiance), and Eamon Farren (Twin Peaks:
The Return) as three young lovers who, tired of witnessing the decimation of the Mohawk people,
set fire to an American camp as retribution. Little do they realize, a ragged band of vengeful
soldiers have escaped the blaze and are now equally consumed with revenge.
Led by Ezra Buzzington (TV’s Justified, The Middle) and including Ian Colletti (“Arseface” from
AMC’s Preacher) and Jonathan Huber (WWE Superstar Luke Harper making his big screen
debut), these lost, confused soldiers will stop at nothing to punish anyone bold enough to take a
stand against their tyranny.
Produced by Dark Sky Films, the producers and distributors of We Are Still Here as well as
House of the Devil, Stake Land, Hatchet, and many others, and Snowfort Pictures (Cheap Thrills,
We Are Still Here, Teenage Cocktail) this is Last of the Mohicans meets Last House on the Left, a
stripped-down, savage assault on history set during America’s forgotten war.

SYNOPSIS
July, 1814. The War of 1812 has entered its end game after two years of ferocious fighting on the
Niagara Frontier. The Mohawk have chosen to remain neutral, but Indian agents like Joshua
Pinsmail (Eamon Farren) have spent months living with them, trying to recruit them to the British
side with promise of arms and a diplomatic guarantee that the British will respect Mohawk
sovereignty. Wenthawi (Sheri Foster), a tribe elder, resists Joshua’s promises, but her daughter,
Oak (Kaniehtiio Horn) and the chief’s son, Calvin (Justin Rain), are young, hot-blooded, and
want to drive the Americans out of their territory.
While Calvin simply wants to be a hero, Oak has another reason for believing in Joshua: she’s in
love with him. Spending months with the exotic white man from another country has been heady
and intoxicating, but now, unable to recruit the Mohawk to his cause, the British-Indian
Department is calling Joshua back home and she realizes that she and Calvin will just be
interesting footnotes in his diary. After spending one more night together, Joshua and Oak wake
up to find that Calvin has burned down a nearby American trading post - and the realization that
Oak’s tribe will be blamed.
Hurriedly racing home, they run into the surviving Americans at a nearby stream: Hezekiah Holt
(Ezra Buzzington), his son, Myles (Ian Colletti), their commanding officer, Colonel Hawkes
(Jack Gwaltney), his giant right-hand man, Lachlan Allsopp (Jonathan Huber), interpreter Yancy
(Noah Segan), and tracker Sherwood Beal (Robert Longstreet). Assuming that the two Mohawk
are responsible for killing their fellow soldiers, the Americans give chase.
Blood leads to blood, and soon Oak, Joshua, and Calvin find themselves racing for safety toward
an upriver mission, pursued by the Americans who are trapped in unfamiliar territory, determined
to slaughter anything and anyone they believe poses a threat to their survival. As the body count
rises higher, Oak begins to have visions that she’s being stalked by the mythical Deer Monster, a
dark creature who brings death wherever it goes and who seems to offer Oak her only chance for
survival.

ABOUT THE WAR OF 1812
The War of 1812 is not well known in the United States for one very good reason: America lost.
In the early part of the century, the United States was high on their underdog victory over the
British in the Revolutionary War, but no matter how hard they tried they could not make the
British take them seriously. The British Navy had a practice of boarding vessels, rounding up
British deserters, and impressing them back into service and it drove the Americans nuts that the
British Navy ignored any proof of American citizenship as being invalid. As a result, thousands
of Americans were impressed into the British Navy. Britain also told America it couldn’t trade
with France, because Britain
was currently at war with the
French, which hacked off
America to no end because
they were a real live country
and Great Britain couldn’t tell
them who they could and
couldn’t trade with.
Ultimately, the United States
gave the British an
ultimatum...and the British
agreed. But while the British
response was crossing the
Atlantic, hawkish Americans
jumped the gun and declared war, in large part because they wanted an excuse to invade Canada,
which they thought would be easy pickings and a nice new addition to the United States.
But when they invaded Canada, a confederacy of First Nations tribes, led by the great Shawnee
leader, Tecumseh, allied themselves with the British and kicked the US of A’s collective ass. The
British had promised Tecumseh a homeland for all the North American Indian tribes, made up of
what is today the American Midwest. It would be an Israel for American Indians, their own
sovereign nation with internationally respected borders, and from the British point-of-view, it
would stop America’s westward expansion. Tecumseh and Co. not only pushed the Americans
out of Canada, but they also took over Detroit, and things looked grim for the former colonists.
The incompetent American army got its butt kicked in the Atlantic (as the British Navy
blockaded its ports), they were locked in a genocidal conflict in Alabama and Georgia with the
Creek tribes, and ticked off British soldiers burned Washington, DC to the ground.
On the Niagara front, life was hell. After the opening year of the war, the fighting disintegrated
into revenge raids, with soldiers for both sides striking back and forth over the Canadian border.
The Americans burned down York (modern day Toronto) and the British burned down Buffalo,
leaving its dead citizens in the streets to be eaten by wild pigs. The American Army was
undermanned, their numbers padded with militia, who deserted whenever planting season came
around. American raiding parties slaughtered American Indians and stole their crops as they
desperately tried to keep the Army provisioned. In revenge, American Indians raided settlements,
cutting off the lips and ears of any civilians they found.
The Iroquois Confederacy made up of the Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, and Seneca
nations had the freedom to fight for the Americans or for the British, but many chose to remain
neutral. This resulted in British Indian Agents and American Indian Agents infiltrating the
wilderness trying to recruit the tribes to their side, much like the CIA infiltrating Afghanistan

during the Soviet occupation to recruit the mujahideen to the American cause. As inducenments,
they offered weapons (every single metal tomahawk in North America was made in British or
American foundries, not by American Indians) and diplomatic recognition.
But many of the tribes remained neutral because of their great fear that Iroquois would fight
Iroquois on opposite sides of the conflict. However, staying neutral was getting harder and harder.
In 1813, Tecumseh was killed in the Battle of the Thames, and American soldiers flayed his body
and turned his skin into razor strops. On the Niagara front, in the summer of 1814 (when Mohawk
is set), Iroquois fought Iroquois at the Battle of Chippewa, one of the bloodiest engagements of
the war. Eventually, with the British and American economies stagnating, both sides sued for
peace and signed the Treaty of Ghent. Before word of the treaty reached American shores,
however, Andrew Jackson defeated British forces at he Battle of New Orleans, the final conflict
in the War of 1812 and probably the main reason Americans think they won the war, even though
the Treaty of Ghent returned everything to status quo ante bellum: the same as it was before
hostilities began.
As for the British promise to sponsor a First Nations homeland? When British negotiators
emerged from signing the Treaty of Ghent they gave a shrug — oops, they forgot that part. It was
the first step on a path that would wreck nations and see the original inhabitants of this continent
become wards of the Federal government.

ABOUT THE PRODUCTION
According to director and co-writer Ted Geoghegan, the seeds for Mohawk were planted in his
mind over a decade ago.
“When I first moved to New York City I became interested in the Mohawk because I’d heard
they built the majority of Manhattan’s skyscrapers,” he remembers. “The long-standing rumor in
the early 1900s was that they couldn’t get vertigo, so they were widely employed as steelworkers.”
Growing up in Montana, Native
American people were an everyday
fact of life for Geoghegan, but he
found himself surprised by the lack
of them in New York City. He began
to conceive of a dark movie about a
strong Mohawk woman running for
her life from American soldiers and
turning the tables on them.
After shooting wrapped on We Are
Still Here, producer Travis Stevens,
head of Snowfort Pictures, asked to
hear pitches for follow-up projects
and Geoghegan gave him a sheet of
loglines.
“The one that jumped out at me was Mohawk,” Stevens says. “On one level, who doesn’t want to
see a movie with a strong woman kicking ass? But on another level, although it’s a simple logline,
the political implications of the concept go deep. I was excited about doing a period piece that, at
its core, is talking about something serious and relevant to a contemporary audience: this idea that
self-interest, on a personal and a national level, is deeply destructive.”
Next, Stevens and Geoghegan pitched the movie to Dark Sky Films, the producers and
distributors of We Are Still Here.
“Dark Sky really wants to produce movies that buck genre conventions right now,” Geoghegan
says. “So the idea of a film that defies a lot of genre tropes, features a diverse cast in major roles,
has a female lead, and tackles the topic of what it means to be an American was really appealing
to them.”
With Dark Sky on board, Geoghegan hired War of 1812 buff and horror novelist, Grady Hendrix
(My Best Friend’s Exorcism, Horrorstör) to co-author the script, while Stevens began putting
together the crew who would bring this world to life.
“Karim is the third leg of the Ted-Travis-Karim tripod,” Stevens says, referring to Karim Hussain,
the acclaimed cinematographer on We Are Still Here. “He not only has the ability to capture
moments of beauty on a technical level, but his understanding of how cinematic energy works is
astounding.”
The script that was emerging was set in the wilderness during a single 24-hour period, and the
team sat down to see how other movies dealt with outdoor locations. The films they watched

weren’t the typical sepia-toned, dyed-brown period pictures that crop up every year around Oscar
season, but movies like the brutally poetic Deliverance (1972), John Boorman’s shimmering The
Emerald Forest (1985), Canadian slasher movie Rituals (1979) and, most importantly, Antonia
Bird’s Ravenous (1999).
“We sent an email to the entire crew telling them that in order to work on this film, they had to
have seen Ravenous,” Geoghegan says.
It was the colors of Ravenous that gave them their first clue about how to approach making a
period movie that didn’t feel like a museum piece. Its costumes are dark blue and bright red, and
they look new, standing in stark contrast to the snow or the forest that surround them. It’s a movie
set in the past that refuses to treat its sets and costumes like relics.
The Mohawk production team chose a color scheme of red, white, and blue for their film, set
against the neon green of the daytime forest, something they borrowed from John Boorman’s
Emerald Forest with its eye-popping greenery. The goal was to make a period movie that felt
contemporary.
“Even at the script stage,” Stevens says. “We made a conscious decision to start with the
characters in motion, on the run, with events already in flux, so the audience is catching up, rather
than using the structure of a more traditional period film that first establishes a place, then a
character, then finally introduces a conflict at the half-hour mark. We wanted to start with
everything already in conflict from page one. I mean, this movie takes place in the middle of a
war that was a fight for the survival of entire American Indian nations.”
“We worked out a
pretty concrete miseen-scène that’s more
rooted in the golden
age of 70’s cinema
than anything else,”
Husain says. “There is
not one hand-held shot
in the movie until the
first bullet is fired and
all hell breaks loose,
which was a conscious
decision.”
The next person to join
the team was Guy
Gane III, who had
played the charred ghost, Dagmar, in We Are Still Here. A Civil War re-enactor and expert on
pre-1900 America, Gane was hired as the film’s Historic Producer, whose job was to keep the
production honest. Gane, located in Gettysburg, brought on board the rest of the art team,
including fellow re-enactor, Thomas Salemi from North Carolina, on costumes, and Brian Schade
to both build props and work as the film’s armorer. It was their deep knowledge of this time that
allowed Mohawk to stand out even more from other period films.
“We took very little historical license,” Geoghegan says. “People think of Native Americans as
draped in buckskin and brown tones, but that’s Plains Natives, not the Eastern people- and it’s

especially not the Mohawk. By 1814, they’d been trading with Europeans for hundreds of years
and their clothing was very modern for the times. Oak’s dress that she wears in the film - a bright
red and purple ribbon miniskirt - it is 100% historically accurate. Even stud earrings, which look
modern to us, were common among the First Nations people of the Niagara region.”
The one bit of license the crew took was the war paint that Calvin and Oak wear. Although it was
traditionally worn only during conflicts, Geoghegan and Gane’s rationale was that these two
youths believe they’re already at war, and wear it as a provocation to their parents. “Think about
kids showing up at school in camo pants,” Geoghegan says. “Or going to a rally with a gas mask
around their neck. They dress for the conflict they dream about.”
Although Stevens was initially concerned about finding a cast of First Nations actors, especially
for the lead roles of Oak and Calvin, it turned out to be easier than anticipated. Karim Hussain
introduced them to Mohawk actress Kaniehtiio “Tiio” Horn, whom he had directed in a short film,
and Geoghegan sent her the script with some trepidation.
“When I talked to Tiio after she read the script, I was extremely nervous,” he remembers.
“Especially since she started the phone call by saying she’d Google Image searched Grady and I,
and we were two of the whitest people she’d ever seen. There were also some small details
regarding names she wanted corrected, but then said that if we auditioned any other actors for the
part she would murder them. This was her part. It was the first script she’d ever read that was
reverent to a time in the history of her people when they were being systematically decimated, yet
it didn’t wallow in misery, but rather, strength. She told me she was born to play the role of Oak.”
While Justin Rain is Plains Cree, not Mohawk, he knew Horn from working together on the Syfy
television series Defiance and was quickly cast as Calvin. The role of Oak’s mother, Wentahawi,
was filled by Sheri Foster, a Cherokee actress best known for her work on Netflix’s The
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt. Australian actor Eamon Farren was cast as the headstrong British
Indian Agent Joshua Pinsmail and Jonathan Huber, a WWE wrestler who was then recovering
from a leg injury, was given the role of the lumbering soldier Lachlan. Ian Colletti, currently best
known as Arseface on AMC’s Preacher was thrilled to work on a film that didn’t require three
hours of intense make-up every morning, and the rest of the cast were character actors already
well-known to Geoghegan and Stevens through their work.
With casting complete, the next big challenge was where to shoot.
“When you’re shooting a movie outdoors it’s wildly important to make sure the backdrop keeps
changing and ensure it doesn’t feel like a bunch of people running around in their backyard,”
Stevens says. “You need a sense that the story is progressing, that the audience is moving from
one environment to another, that they’re constantly seeing something new.”
Then there were the logistical considerations of getting a cast and crew into and out of the remote
locations, as well as the issue of finding locales that didn’t bear the stamp of the modern world.
Finding a location for a brief canoeing sequence was particularly difficult due to the
developments, churches, and parks built alongside most rivers. Even after filming began, one
member of the production team spent days kayaking up and down waterways, sending back
videos on his phone, searching for an unspoiled stretch of waterway.
“It’s very easy to say, ‘We need some woods’,” Stevens says. “But we spent a long time hiking
and driving and going to different spots to find the right woods. And when you find it you know,
because it stops you in your tracks.”

Eventually the production chose to shoot in upstate New York, north of Syracuse, with the
cooperation of not only the Onondoga Nation and the Mohawk Nation but also the Onondoga
County Park’s Commission, who gave them complete access to their parks system, including vast
expanses of woodland that were typically closed to the public. “It was important to us that we
shot in and around Mohawk territory,” Geoghegan says. “The movie is set along the New
York/Canada border and we wanted to film as close to that as possible.”
The majority of the movie was shot in Highland Forest County Park, which has a changing
landscape that gave the production a number of distinct looks, with additional scenes shot in
Pratt’s Falls Park and the Skä•noñh Great Law of Peace Center - a full scale replica of a 19th
century Jesuit mission, which the Onondoga Nation generously gave the production access to. In
total, 19 days were shot on location, with one day reserved for soundstage shooting.
Even with the locations secured, a huge amount of art direction went into making sure that
everything looked right. Heading the art department was Steven Legler, a veteran of films like
Joe Dante’s Matinee, Jeepers Creepers, and Cabin Boy.
“Steven really brought his A-game,” Geoghegan says. “We had to build a burnt fort in the film’s
finale, and Steven and six people in his art department constructed it from scratch. It covered
almost an acre of ground and when, at the last minute, the county supervisors decided not to let us
burn it, Steven lugged massive tanks of environmentally-friendly, non-toxic black paint into the
woods so we could spray the
ground and make it look
charred.”
Work on the film was intense.
It was almost an hour’s drive
to reach the set every morning,
the weather was constantly
changing, and much of the
film was shot in woodlands
not normally open to the
public, which meant they
weren’t as well-maintained
and required constant safety
precautions. On top of that,
Mohawk hired as much local
crew as possible, which meant that for many of the PAs, grips, and background actors, this was
their first feature film.
“It was so much bigger and more insane than anything we could ever put onscreen,” Stevens says.
“The art department was working double shifts, building camps and making authentic wool and
leather costumes that had to be functional in all conditions. People were driving hours every day.
One day the temperature would be in the high 90s and the next day it would drop to 30 degrees.
The amount of work that went into just keeping people comfortable in the middle of nowhere was
incredible. If people had looked at their paychecks and made a money/time calculation they
would have quit right away - because no amount of money can make this kind of effort
worthwhile. But everyone genuinely believed in the film, and the crew became an army of
unheralded champions.”

Shooting on the Red Weapon camera and almost entirely with natural light, Hussain says, “We
pushed the limits of what is possible even on digital. We were shooting at the period of the year
when the sun was highest in the sky, which was a real challenge. It was the most insanely
inconsistent cloud cover I had ever seen in my life. On many takes, I had to keep my finger on the
lens iris as I operated, and change it four or five times during a single take. Because of the dense
forest, putting up diffusion frames was impossible, so with the Electrics and Grips we had to
devise something we called Fly-Swatters, basically a 4x4 foot diffusion they carried on tall poles,
fighting the wind and gravity, to diffuse the actor’s faces when needed. They were extremely
uncomfortable and physically strenuous, but there was literally no other way to diffuse the harsh,
high sunlight in such thick woods. It’s was as if nature was fighting us, every step of the way.”
The action in the film was handled by fight choreographer, Kimmy Suzuki, a seasoned stunt
performer known for her work in 2014’s Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles as well as The Purge:
Election Year and the upcoming The Purge: The Island.
“We wanted the film’s physical altercations to be fast and brutal, to not feel choreographed,”
Geoghegan says. “In fact, we actively avoided the stylized action people see in big blockbusters.
Mohawk fighting styles are very quick and to the point, lots of groundwork, lots of grappling.
The goal is to take your enemy down and dispatch him quickly. That’s something Tiio and
Kimmy really helped us out with.”
Ultimately, the forest became another character in the film. “We’re telling a story about this
country,” Stevens says. “About its land and water and trees, so we wanted to have them in frame,
obscuring the action, then pull back to see them almost considering it, watching it.”
On set, the team developed a shooting dynamic that involved Hussain starting in close on
characters and then suddenly pulling back to reveal the landscape, so they could not only keep the
energy high, but also make sure the action was situated in the landscape, and it made the film feel
more immediate.
“We didn’t want this to be lame Oscar bait where you go into the film knowing its politics — oh,
it’s sad to be a Native American — and they’re your politics, and you come out with those
politics reinforced by the movie,” Stevens says. “All of us involved in this production wanted this
to be a movie where your perspective is challenged. No one onscreen is entirely good, and no one
onscreen is entirely bad. So maybe as an audience member, that tells you that you’re not all good
or all bad either.”
“Our movie is about good people who do terrible things,” Geoghegan says. “And terrible people
who do good things. I’m so tired of stories of war where everything is black and white. We want
this tale to exist in a gray zone, and we don’t want to tell the audience what to think. As the film
progresses, what the audience thinks they know is going to be pulled out from under them. We
want them asking questions.”

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
When people today hear the word "Mohawk”, they likely think of a hairstyle that lends itself to
anti-establishment punks — outsiders who won't back down, and whose entire visual style says
they are a force to be reckoned with. What we tend to forget is that this name was once
synonymous with an equally-fierce people who embodied all of these same these powerful traits
and more.
Mohawk is a deeply personal film to me, one that not only echoes my personal sentiments about
the United States and what it means to be an American, but that also tells a dark, all-too-real fable
about friendship, family, and loss.
Since first conceiving of the project, I knew that Mohawk would be different: a deeply dramatic
home invasion movie steeped in heart, where the home was America itself. And here, just as in
real life, I knew that the lines between good and bad would be constantly blurred. It is a reminder
that actions have reactions that can hurt not only your enemies, but those you love most.
And while the film is set over 200 years ago, the story I wanted to tell is as painful as it is
timeless. Around the world, countless people are still hunted down every day because of their
gender, race, and who they love. Some of them understandably seek revenge for this persecution
— and that, in turn, begets more violence.
Mohawk is a film about heroes who are human enough to be wrong, and villains doing what they
believe is right. It is about the futility of war and the horror of blind hatred.
But it also a story of hope.
Mohawk is a tale of proud people and misguided men, of strong women, beautiful monsters, and
unconventional families.
It is hard. And painful.
And I hope it moves you.
Ted Geoghegan, 2018

CAST BIOS
KANIEHTIIO HORN (OAK)
Gemini Award nominee Kaniehtiio Horn was born and raised in Kahnawake, a Mohawk reserve
just outside of Montreal, Quebec. She recently starred in the Netflix original series Hemlock
Grove opposite Famke Janssen and Bill Skarsgård and currently appears on the Amazon series,
Man in the High Castle. Her other television credits include a recurring role on Syfy’s Defiance
and guest appearances on Being Human, Alphas, and Supernatural.
Kaniehtiio's film credits include The Trotsky opposite Jay Baruchel, My Name is Evil, the awardwinning The Wild Hunt, and The Theater Bizarre. Other film credits include supporting roles in
Jacob Tierney’s Good Neighbours, Immortals opposite Freida Pinto and Henry Cavill, and On the
Road starring Garrett Hedlund and Sam Riley. She also voiced — and loaned her name to — one
of the lead characters in Ubisoft's blockbuster video game, Assassin's Creed III.
Kaniehtiio will next be seen starring in the upcoming feature films 22 Chaser and Prodigals.
EZRA BUZZINGTON (HEZEKIAH HOLT)
With over 50 film credits and dozens of television appearances, Ezra Buzzington has been
referred to as "The Dennis Hopper of Underground Cinema." He's played characters ranging from
"Weird Al the Waiter" in Terry Zwigoff's Ghost World to the bloodthirsty mutant "Goggle" in
Alexandre Aja's The Hills Have Eyes.
Ezra appeared in the The Artist, which won an Academy Award for Best Picture, and has a
recurring role on FX's Justified. He played Oswald Eisengrim opposite John Malkovich’s
Blackbeard in NBC's network series Crossbones and worked with directors David Fincher, Rob
Zombie, Christopher Nolan, Paul Thomas Anderson, George Clooney, Clint Eastwood, and the
Farrelly Brothers. He's known as a chameleonic risk-taker who embraces a role without regard to
the character's politically incorrect characteristics. “It's always about the script and the director,”
he says. “I'll play roles other people shy away from because I believe these underbelly characters
really need a voice.”
EAMON FARREN (JOSHUA PINSMAIL)
Eamon Farren graduated from New South Wales' National Institute of Dramatic Art in 2007 and
has worked extensively in film, television, and theater. Eamon’s film credits include Jennifer
Lynch's Chained, Lion, Girl Asleep, Love is Now, Careless Love, Red Dog, Blessed, and Lucky
Country. His television credits include The Pacific, The Killing Field, and Carlotta, for which he
won the 2015 AACTA Award as Best Supporting Actor in a Television Drama. His extensive
theater credits include The Present, Switzerland, Mojo, Girl Asleep, Fugitive, Romeo & Juliet,
Mrs. Warren's Profession, and Babyteeth.
Eamon recently starred as the devilish Richard Horne in David Lynch's 2017 television revival of
Twin Peaks.

JUSTIN RAIN (CALVIN TWO RIVERS)
Plains Cree actor, Justin Rain, was born in Vancouver, British Columbia. He made his feature film
debut in 2010 as a Quileute Warrior in Summit Entertainment's supernatural romance, The
Twilight Saga: Eclipse, and soon after played Alan Fraser in APTN's highly controversial, awardwinning drama series, Blackstone.
Justin has also appeared in the television shows The Guard, CBC's pilot adventure series Arctic
Air, and AMC's The Killing. Most recently, he has been known for his role as Quentin McCawley
alongside Oscar nominated actor Graham Greene on Syfy's futuristic action drama, Defiance.
Justin is currently starring in AMC’s Fear the Walking Dead.
JONATHAN HUBER (LACHLAN ALLSOPP)
Jonathan Huber, born 1979, has been part of sports entertainment since his 2001 wrestling debut
in his hometown of Rochester, New York. Quickly climbing the industry's ranks under the ring
name “Brodie Lee”, Huber performed with Philadelphia-based Chikara Wrestling, Syracuse's
Squared Circle Wrestling, Ring of Honor, and Japan's Dragon Gate.
In 2012, Jonathan signed with World Wrestling Entertainment, taking on the bearded, maniacal
persona of “Luke Harper”. His first televised appearance on Monday Night RAW in June, 2013
was met with great acclaim and, as part of the immensely popular team known as “The Wyatt
Family”, Huber rose to near-immediate WWE superstardom. Career highlights include competing
in the Survivor Series, Royal Rumble, and Wrestlemania. The winner of WWE's Intercontinental
Championship Belt, he currently appears as “Harper” on Monday Night RAW, one half of the tag
team duo known as The Bludgeon Brothers.
Jonathan recently appeared in an episode of The USA Network’s acclaimed period drama
Damnation. Mohawk marks his film acting debut.
ROBERT LONGSTREET (SHERWOOD BEAL)
Robert Longstreet has been a force in independent cinema for years, a highly talented actor of
both comedy and drama and an immensely creative writer and producer. He's worked with
filmmakers as diverse as the highly regarded David Gordon Green in the movies Undertow and
Pineapple Express and with Jeff Nichols in his acclaimed, tense picture, Take Shelter (opposite
Michael Shannon and Jessica Chastain). In 2011, he appeared in four Sundance Film Festival
features within ten days, more than any actor in the history of the festival: The Catechism
Cataclysm, Take Shelter, The Oregonian, and Septien. To top that, two months later he showed up
at the South By Southwest Film Festival in yet another film, Berndt Mader’s Five Time Champion.
Longstreet has also appeared opposite Amy Sedaris in Ping Pong Summer, Thou Wast Mild and
Lovely (with Joe Swanberg), and Sabbatical, in which his starring role received high praise from
critics. Robert was recently seen alongside Elijah Wood in Netflix’s I Don’t Feel At Home in This
World Anymore, the directorial debut of actor Macon Blair, and will soon star in the Netflix series
The Haunting of Hill House.
IAN COLLETTI (MYLES HOLT)

For the past several years, Ian Colletti has been building a reputation as an actor on the rise. He is
perhaps best known for his work as the iconic Eugene Root (aka “Arseface”) in AMC's hit series
Preacher opposite Dominic Cooper and Ruth Negga. Through heavy facial prosthetics, Ian has
received critical praise for humanizing this challenging comic book cult character.
He first made his series regular debut on Fox’s Rake playing the teenage son of Greg Kinnear. He
was also seen starring in the independent film JIMMY, for which he received rave reviews as the
developmentally challenged title character. Additional film credits include An Invisible Sign
opposite Jessica Alba and Chris Messina and Phoebe in Wonderland opposite Felicity Huffman
and Elle Fanning.
Ian is currently filming in Season Three of AMC’s Preacher. His previous television credits
include the series Mercy, The Sopranos, and Blue Bloods.
Ian spends his summers participating on humanitarian trips, the most recent of which was to
Hungary. A recent high school grad, he was also a member of the National Honor Society.
NOAH SEGAN (YANCY)
Noah Segan was born on October 5, 1983 in New York City and has been a part of the
independent and genre film scene for over a decade, as a performer, producer, and journalist.
Known for his work in films such as Looper, Brick, and Deadgirl, Segan most recently produced
and starred in Some Kind of Hate and the international action film Redeemer. In 2016, he
premiered The Mind’s Eye, along with leading roles in Follow and Get the Girl. Other recent
credits include Starry Eyes, Chuck Hank and the San Diego Twins, and Hot, as well as his
upcoming romantic-comedy, The California No, which Segan also produced. He was most
recently seen as X-Wing pilot Stomeroni Starck in Disney's Star Wars: Episode VIII - The Last
Jedi.

CREW BIOS
TED GEOGHEGAN (DIRECTOR)
Ted Geoghegan was born in 1979 and grew up in rural Montana, developing a love of genre
cinema from an early age. Studying screenwriting under the late Carroll O’Connor, he was
handpicked to pen German filmmaker, Andreas Schnaas’ 2001 English language debut feature
and, from that point on, has been a tirelessly active part of the genre film industry, having written
thirteen feature films, two shorts, and a science fiction novel.
Moving to New York City in 2007, Geoghegan became one of the industry's most coveted genre
film publicists, steering films such as Oscar nominee Exit Through the Gift Shop, French box
office sensation Le Prenom, The Human Centipede: Full Sequence, Hobo With a Shotgun, and
Cheap Thrills toward critical and financial success.
Ted’s selected filmography as a writer and producer includes the indie slasher Sweatshop (2009),
Drafthouse Films’ Graceland (2012), Timo Rose’s Barricade (2007), acclaimed director Ryoo
Seung-wan’s blockbuster Korean action film, The Berlin File (2013), and ABCs of Death 2 (2014).
His critically-acclaimed directorial debut, 2015's We Are Still Here, was one of that year's most
celebrated genre films.
TRAVIS STEVENS (PRODUCER)
Travis Stevens is the founder and CEO of Snowfort Pictures; a boutique production company
specializing in the development, financing and production of commercial genre films.
Recent Snowfort productions include the 2013 SXSW Audience Award Winner Cheap Thrills
(Drafthouse Films), the 2013 Cannes Director’s Fortnight documentary Jodorowsky’s Dune (Sony
Classics), the 2014 SXSW / 2014 BUFF Director’s Choice Award winning Starry Eyes
(MPI/Dark Sky Films), We Are Still Here voted one of 2015’s best horror films by Rolling Stone,
2016 SXSW high-school thriller Teenage Cocktail (Netflix), Karyn Kusama’s segment of the all
female horror anthology XX, Mexican skateboard documentary Concrete Futuro, Trent Haaga’s
68 Kill and Ted Geoghagan’s Mohawk (MPI/Dark Sky Films).
Prior to launching Snowfort Pictures, Travis worked in film development, acquisitions and
international sales.
KARIM HUSSAIN csc (Director of Photography)
A member of the Canadian Society of Cinematographers, Hussain is known for his extensive
work in the horror and art-house film genres. He has photographed such movies as Brandon
Cronenberg’s Antiviral (Cannes-Un Certain Regard Premiere, Best First Feature TIFF), Jason
Eisener’s Hobo With A Shotgun (Sundance Film Festival Premiere), Ted Geoghegan’s We Are Still
Here (SXSW Premiere), Steven Shainberg’s Rupture (Fantasia Film Festival Premiere), Olivier
Abbou’s Territories (Best Thriller Brussels Fantasy Film Festival), Deepa Mehta’s Beeba Boys
(TIFF Gala Premiere), Paul Gross’ Hyena Road (TIFF Gala Premiere), Richard Stanley’s The
Otherworld (Fantasia, Sitges), Richard Stanley and Douglas Buck’s episodes of The Theatre
Bizarre (Fantasia, Sitges, Frightfest) and many others. As a director and cinematographer, he has
created the features Subconscious Cruelty (Sitges Film Festival Premiere), Ascension (New

Visions Award, Sitges Film Festival), La Belle Bête (Director’s Award, BUFF), “Vision Stains”,
an episode of The Theatre Bizarre anthology feature and the short “The City Without Windows”
(TIFF, Rotterdam, VIFF). He has also shot episodes of the NBC TV series Hannibal for directors
James Foley and Peter Medak.
He recently shot Chris Eigeman’s Seven in Heaven for Blumhouse Productions.
GRADY HENDRIX (Co-Writer)
Grady Hendrix’s first novel, Horrorstör, about a haunted IKEA, was optioned by Gail Berman to
be developed as a TV series with Charlie Kaufman (Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind) and
Josh Schwartz (Gossip Girl) producing. As a journalist, he’s covered machine gun collector
conventions, Jean Claude Van Damme, and white pride rallies for everyone from Playboy to PBS.
His stories about UFO cults, killer Chinese parasites, Cthulhu dating your mom, and super-genius
apes have appeared in numerous anthologies and short fiction publications, and his latest fiction
novel is My Best Friend’s Exorcism which is like Beaches meets The Exorcist.
He is currently on a book tour with his new non-fiction bestseller, Paperbacks from Hell: The
Twisted History of '70s and '80s Horror Fiction.
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Filmed on Location in
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This film is dedicated to the brave water protectors at Standing Rock who used solidarity and
peace to fight for the future of North America.

Production Insurance Provided by New York State Insurance Fund
Filmed with the support of the New York State Governor’s Office for Motion Picture and
Television Development and the Central New York Film Commission.

This motion picture is inspired by actual historical events, however, certain characters, events,
and dialogue portrayed herein were created for the purpose of fictitious dramatization, and any
similarity to actual persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental and unintentional.
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